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Research on attachment to higli amenity places lias usii;illv focused on usitors,
despilc the I'IK t that uiany of ihese settings also may hold permanent residents.
Visitor employed photography (VKP) has been used to iindeistaiid landscape
elements that increa.se the quality of the recreational experience. Our research
applies tlie techniques of VTP to analyze local elements that foster place attachment among permanent residents of high amenity areas. We provided single use cameras to 4;"j subjects in two communities located in and adjacent to
Jasper National I'ark, Alherta, instructing them lo take pholos of elements that
most attach them to their community. Our results reveal a complex relationship
between ecological and sociocultiual factors in attachment; these elements are
not separate, hut help define each other.
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lutioduction
Considerations of senst^ of place and place attachment liave become
incteasitigly common in research on natural resource recreation sites and
activities. Sense of place research has employed a variety of approaches, incltiding surveys and personal intcrxiews, btit has not used photo-based methods. V'isitor Etnployed Photography (VT,P), used to rapture visitor perceptions of landscape and recreadonal qitality, represents a potcndal innovation
in place research methods. Many high amenity landscapes are experienced
not only by visitors, but also by year-roimd residents, who may have different
sources of attachment. In this paper, we describe and implement a research
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protocol for using a. photo-based approacli to understand resident place attachment to the jasper National Park area in west-central Alberta. C'anada.
We seek to accomplisb several things in onr work: first, to explore the
meanings held for the local landscape, paying special attention to tbe respective roles of nattire and ctilttire, and how tbov are linked. Second, we
examine how these meanings are produced through experience with tbe
physical and social landscape. Third, we compaie these meanings between
parks conmiunities and working forest landscapes, based on the idea that
particular land management strategies and regulations shape experiences
and subsequent meanings.
IJteratiiie Review
Sense of Place/Place AlUuhment

A "place" is a spatial setting that has been given meaning (Tuan, 1977)
based on human experience, social relationships, emotions, and thoughts.
Common to most definitions of sense of phue is a three component view
that integrates the physical environment, htiman behaviors, and social and/
or psycliological piocesses (Brandenburg & Carroll, 1995; Relpli, 1997;
I97(i), Place terminology' is somewhat vague. For example, "social and/or
psychological processes" encompass a wide spectrum of potential specifics.
Nor is it clear how human behaviors, the physical environment, and social
and/or p,sychologica] processes are supposed to combine. Several distitictions need to be clarified. First, there are important differences between
evaluative and descriptive domains of sense of place. Simply put, a great deal
of researcb has addressed how much a setting means to a person; less research
has examined the partictilars of u'hat the setting means. Althongli ihere are
distinctions made in the place literattire between concepts sucli as attachment, dependence, and identity; they share one common feature. Tliey are
all evaluative constructs: different ways of emphasizing the degree to which
a setting is important (reflecting attachment), is nseftil for achieving goals
(reflecting dependence), or stipports one's sense of self (reflecting identity).
These domains are all fundamentally evaltiative in that a setting can succeed
or fail to meet these criteria. This paper does not engage distinctions between these concepts. We use the somewhat generic term "attachment" or
a strong positive bond between a person/gronp and a setting (Altman 8c
Low, 1992). Readers wishing to explore these distinctions fmther have many
options available to them, including Jcjrgensen and Stedman (2001), Moore
and (iraefe (1994), Stedman (2002)! and Williams et al. (1992).
A more crucial distinction explored in this paper is that between evaluative elements, sucb as attachment, and symbolic place meanings as descriptive statements aboiu "what kind of place" a setting represents. Is, for
example, a certain mnltiple use forest area a wilderness? A playground? A
workplace? A homeplace? Symbolic meanings underpin place attacbment:
we attribtite meaning to oui- settiugs, and in turn become attached to lhe
meanings (Stedman, 2003).
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Experience in the setting drives evaluations such ^s atlachment and descriptive meanings. All settings are imbued, to vaiying degrees, with multiple
place meanings, based on mode of encounter. Some suggest that becatisc
me^aning emerges throttgh individtial experience, e.g., "my camping trip"—
place meanings are completely individualistic: a given setting will contain as
many different meanings as there are people using the setting (Rclph, 1976;
Meinig, 1979). Others (e.g., (irieder Sc Ciarkovich, 1994) assert that meanings
are based on social categories and therefore potentially shared by others
within these categories because people construct and share the categories
used to describe and tmdctstand the environment. For example, farmers as
a group will share certain meanings for a plot of land that are distinct from
those of real estate developers or htmtcrs.
Place attachment is built through experience. Relph (1976) describes
an experience-based contintitnn of sense of place based on a steady accumulation of experience. According to this view, those wbo have spent the
most time, bave participated ftiUy in the life of the home or commtmity, or
have accumulated a series of "humble events" in a setting will bave the
strongest attachment. "Extended residence in a place tends to make tis feel
toward it almost as a living thing . . . tbc place bas become a shaping partner
in our lives, we partially define ourselves in its terms, and it carries tbe emotional charge of a family member or any otlier influential human agent (Ryden, 199S, page 66). However, Tuan (1977) notes that a sense of place may
also develop qtiitc rapidly in "chosen places", where dramatic landscapes
and intense experiences can lead quickly to attachment. Many settings, especially tbose that attract visitors, may simultaneously exist as home places
and chosen places.
Meanings May Be Based on Nature or Culture

Lcistire research on place attachment has tended to titilize as stibjects
visitors to bigli amenity recreation areas (e.g., Williams ct al., 1992; Moore
Sc (iracfc, 1994; Bricker 8c Kerstetter, 2()()0), These approaches have typically
focused on attachmetit to the physical environment or tbc recreation experience. Less often has sense of place been measured for pei manent residents
of high amenity places. We stispect that tbe process by wbich attachment is
created may differ between visitors and residents. If so, then research on
higb amenity places may have been pi ivileging tbe visitor experience to public lands at the expense of other types of encoutiter and altacbment (Hay,
1998).
In contrast, community attacbment lescarcli (e.g., Kiisaida &: Janowitz,
1974; Ladewig & McCann, 1980; St. Jobn ct al., 1986; Theodori, 2000) has
examined resident attachment to the socioctiltural aspects of coninumity
(e.g., social linkages and coinmitnity services), to tbe relative neglect of tbe
|)hysical environment. Tbis approach, tberefore, bas not been well integrated
witb place attachment to bigb amenity recreation areas. Tbis di.sconncct has
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led to the relative isolation of studies that focus primarily on r'/W;^r ecological
or socio-ecououiic bases ol attachment (Beckley, 2003). F.iscnhauer el al.
(2000) autl Stedniau (2003) use survey nieihodolog) to compare social and
environmental factors in attachment (see also Kaltenborn, 1997). Eisenhauer
et al. (2000) asked respondents in southern Utah to identify special outdoor
places on public lands and provide reasons they were attached to these
phut's. Responses were divided into "iamily/lriend lelated reasons" and "environmentiil features/characteristics of place." Stednian (200S) modeled the
causal mechanisms by which the physical environment contributes to place
attachineni and satisfaction. Although useful, these studies have rrreasiiied
social and environmental factors as analytically distinct, rather than examining how they mav influeirte eat h other and work jointly to foster attachment.
Pouwr find Ilic (jfalien

of Place

The typical treatments of place and community described above a.ssume
that social actors have a great deal of freedom to choose their own experiences, interpret them, and subsequently (. reate their own symbolic meanings
and attachment. Such treatments, however, may neglect social context; place
meanings are not necessarily products of individuals freely irUerpictiug experiences of tbeir own choosing. Rather, meanings may be imposetl on land.scapes by a variety of social forces. For example, Urry (1995) notes that place
myths conipri.se a number of place images, but LIIOSC embraced by the rirling
classes are more likely to determine the character of the landscape. Place
meanings may therefore be shaped by goals and desires of power-holding
individuals or coalitions, sucb as tbe growth machine or other interests
(Fred, 1983). Once set into motion, these forces may continue to influence
what is considered "normal" for a given landscape Molotch et al. (2000).
Greider and Garkovicb (1994:17) also address the role of power in the constrtrction of landscape: "bi tbe context of landscapes, power is tbe capacity
to impose a specific definition of the physical c'nvironnient, one that reflects
the symbols and nieariirigs of a particirlar group of people." These definitions may not remain at tbe symbolic level but may restrlt in change to the
physical landscape that reflects them.
Institutional actors such as land management agencies rrray play a large
role in the creation of place meanings: official mandates that "freeze" a
landscape at a particular point in time, interpretative signs directing tourists
to partictilar views (while also telling tbem wbat they are srrpposed to be
seeing) directly affect the meanings that National Parks visitors may glean
from their visit. Other policies, strcli as restricting access to certain areas (i.e.,
camping only in designated hackcountry campsites) or specific types of activities (i.e., allowing hiuiting in National Forests but not National Parks) can
indirectly afTect tbe meariirrgs attributed to tbe setting via influencing the
bebaviors that sirpport the.se meanings.
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Photographic Methods for Understanding Sense of Place

Much research on place attachment described earher has made use of
survey research methodologies and multivariate modeling. These ^ipproaches
are useful to be sure. Other rest^urt lu-rs (e.g.. Kruger, 1996; Hummon, 1992)
suggest a holistic, phenomenological sense of place that cannot be broken
down into specific, measurable components and then "reassembled" tising
niultivariate models. Regardless of which approacli is preferred, it is clear
that we are dealing with a complex phenomenon. Photo-based approaches
may offer an advantage for understanding such multifaceted constructs. The
fields of visual anthropology/sociology have used photographs to assess a
wide range of concepts such as inequality, the constrticliou of reality, power
and conflict. Photographs are ". . .ctiUural documents offering evidence of
historically, culturally and socially specific ways of seeing the world" (Rose,
2000, page 556). Coin (2001) suggests the need for researchers to move
beyond considering photos as "supportive" of data. Rather stand-alone images are expressions of the ideas themselves. Methodologically, these approaches often analyze pievioitsly taken collections oi photos to understand
phenomena (as in Rose, 2000), or entail researcher-taken photos as objects
for research participants to analyze, with these analyses sennng as data (Cloin,
2001; Harper, 198ti).
Visitor employed photography (VllP) is a photo-based approach that has
been popnlar with leisure researchers. It places cameras in the hands of
{participants, and has primarily been tised to assess the perceptions of visitors
to parks and recreation places. C.herem and Driver (198!1), in a tiseful stimmar)' of research to that date, emphasize the ntility of VEP for understanding
scenic values of recreation visitors. Physical settings are seen to have certain
aitribiUes that can create, for example, "perceptually exciting nodes" based
on ihe density of stimuli at a given site, or energy gradients where there are
distinct edges, such as between forest and field (Cherem &: Driver, 1983).
Haywood (1990) describes several benefits of VEP. Photography (1) is an
enjoyable, familiar activity to tourists; (2) helps to sharpen observation; (3)
helps to identify' specific locations that are important: which (4) gives cleaier
ideas on elements that are liked or disliked; and finally (5) facilitates coinparisons between places.
Such methods have not been used to iniderstand setise of place, even
thotigh they seem positioned to make a strong contribtition. We modified
VKP-type methods to address place attachment. In so doing, several methodological issues were considered. First, who .should take Ihe photographs? VEP,
as the name stiggests, ptits cameras in the bands of research participants. We
support tlie idea that research participants sliould take the pictures to represent ilieir own experience. VKP research typically involves visitors or tourists (e.g., Cherem & Driver, 1988; Chenoweth, 1984; Markwell, 1997; Haywood, 1990). However, when applied to questions of attachment to a
commimity, this approach has potential pitfalls. Ohenoweth (1984) notes
llial iest*ar(b subjects may take photos that arc non-representative of their
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entire recreational experience. Tliis tendency prohahly relates to tinfamiliarity with the setting. For example, when researchers assign the task of pbotogiapliing a tiavel route witli wliich resptMidcnts are not lamiliai". |3articipants may save too many pictures and then "burn" them at the end if there
is not suitable material. Markwell (1997) noted an opposite tendency in his
sUicK ol jjiclures taken on a nature totu; beginnings of exctirsions were overrepresented, dtie pcrlia[>s to the initial no\ehy ol the trip. Haywoofl (1990)
stiggests that compressing [he photo taking peiiod into a single day (as he
did in bis work) may restilt in an over-representation of tourist icons rather
ilian orflinary vernat ulai" places. In contrast to these approaches, Yamashita
(2002) examines local resident peiceptions of water (juality. noting that re.sidents may have mote diffictilty expressing aesthetic qtiality than visitors,
precisely bcvausc they are insiders and less consciotis of aesthetic qtialities.
When addressing complex attachment to landscape, we would exj^ect, liowe\'er, ihat familiaiily oiighi to inciease the \alidity of the items selecit^d lo
re])rescnt sources of atta< hment. We also expect that pictiues taken by local
residents may repiesern a witlt-r langt^ of phenomena ilian pictmes taken hy
transient visitors.
Where should pictures be taken and what shojild they represent? Most VTP has

focused on scenic heattty and otlier elements that affect the qtiality of the
recreation experience (e.g., Chenoweth, 1984; Ztrbe ft al, 1982). IIWe are
to expand VFP to include sense of place, the interplay between natnre and
cultiue may be crucial. It is easy to borrciw from the theory in \isiial sociolt>g\'/antbropolog\' to expand the langc of phenomena potentially capttned
by photographs to inchrde socio-ctilttiral hases of sense of place: mtiltiple
meanings, tlie experiences that gi\'c rise to them, and the social forces that
shajje tliese meanings.
How should the photos }>f ititerpretcd? Coin (2001) notes that with evei^y

photo taken ". . .a fiction is created. . . .but prt-sents to tbe imiformed, an
overwhelming conviction of fact" (p. 3(i3). By implication, what photos appear to be and what they leally represent may be very different tilings, and
some follow-up ht^lps to irucovfr llic intenrlcrl meanings of the participant.
Chenoweth (1984) and Yamashita (2002) note the irtility of asking respondents to provide written dt-scriptious of each photo in a notebook or diary.
These elaborations are belpful, but in cases of complex phenomena, an iriteiTiew may help participants clarify their intentions, aiul probes may permit
deeper insights into the rrreaning of tire photos (see Markwell. 1997). Tins
is especially relevant for understanding attachment: people are able to tell
stories through photographs of their experiences: what they've done, where
they've done it. with whom, and what it has meant to them.
Our approach. Pfiotographic methotis represent a logical progression in
(umulaiive efforts to undt-rstand st-nsu of place. Survey research approaches
allow quantitative hypothesis testing, while interviews permit in-depth understanding. Missing are the images themselves and the meanings embodied
therein. Although we did not spetifically set out to (ounter-pose our work
to VFP, we find much of merit in the method. We assert that maximizing
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tbe effectiveness of the research retjnires several thing.s. First, research subjects should take ihe phoidgrapbs ibemselves, rather than analyzing photos
thai have been taken In researc hers. Second, subjects shotild include local
residents, rather than limiting research to visitors. Resident experience with
the landscape may be broader and deeper, inckicling connections to diverse
phenomena stich as the natural environment, social relationships, workplace,
and local histoiy Third, if participant experience can transcend aesthetic
appreciation, methods should reflect tliis to elucidate a broader lange of
lived experience. Finally, tbe researcher should not assnme that the content
of tbe piclnre is revealed simply by examining it. Rather, tbe pbotographer
intent sbonid be revealed by triangulating tlnougb an interview process tbat
allows feedback with tbe researcber. It is not tbat the photos support the
interviews (or vice-versa): botb are valid forms of data tliat need to be reconciled to form a coherent understanding.
With these modifications, we believe that \ T P offers significant advantages for ibe study of place attachment: (1) it is capable- of conveying muitilayered meanings, as photographs can represent multiple things (e.g., experiences, settings, and social domains) simtiltaneously: (2) photographs can
serTe as a reference point and a foctis of the intei-views. VVithont ilie photographs, and more importantly the lesearcb participants' experience of taking tbem and thinking about what to select, our interviews would have been
mtich sborter and far less contextiially ricb. Interviews allow researchers to
better elticidate the content of tbe photo and the degree to which it represents sociftcultuial or ecological phenomena, and bow tbese combine in potentially unique ways; (3) photographs are "placed" in ways not easily captured in suney research: a photo is necessarily taken at a specific locale,
which allows more setting specificity than asking people to provide general
assessments of tbeir conmmnity or recreation setting. In the sttidy of place,
it makes seTise to learn a bit about the specilic places to wbich people are
at tad led.
Research Questions and Setting
In this research project we examine liow the meanings are held for the
local landscape (including tbe interrelationship of nature and culture); the
experiences tbal gi\e rise to these meanings, how they differ between parks
communities and working forest landscapes; and whether social forces snch
as contrastiitg land management strategies have differentially shaped them.
We have a methodological meta-question rtinning tbroiigb our work as well:
is tbe photo approach useful? Does it captme important place sentiments,
and bow do the elements of the method (photos and intei^iew data) complement or contradict eacb other?
Our project involved six commimities in tlnee locales, btu in this paper,
we report only on two sites chosen in tbe piovince of Alberta. One of onr
study communities is located witbin a National Park (|asper. Alberta, witliin
Jasper National Park), and one community is located otitside tbe park
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boundary and is dependent on natural resource jobs such as mining, energy,
and forestry (Hinton, Alberta). Ambard (2003) provides more detail. The
coninitniities differ on many iiiditators of socio-economic snstainability (see
Table 1 for a summary). It is important to note that these communities are
located in relatively dose proximity to each other (—^^O miles), and therefore
.share relatively similar physical environments, although Hinton is located in
the foothills of the mountains, rather than being surrounded by mountains,
as is Jasper.
Canada differs from the United States in that it is relatively common for
entire comnumities to be located within the boundaries of national parks,
rather than adjacent to the bonndaries of parks and protected areas {Kiannich 8c Petrezelka, 2003). In Canada, the rtiles for living in Parks communities are complex. People own their homes but not the land they sit on, but
the land is leased from the Federal Government. The mountain parks (e.g.,
Jasper) have a "need to reside" clatise that es.sentially allows only those with
jobs within the Park to reside there. This regulation has a number of impacts:
unless you are a long-term resident you cannot retire to a Parks community.
This clatise also results in very low unemployment within these commtinities
because the imemployed cannot reside there. That said, there are many
temporary or short-term residents of these places, often disproportionately
represented by yotuig adults in their early to mid-twenties. These communities have an interesting (and informal) status hierarchy based on length
of time in the community. True natives to Jasper, who were born and bred
there, often descending from families that came early in the 20''' centniy to
work on the railroad, differentiate themselves from "transplants." In turn.

TABU-: }
Summary of (j)mniunfties
Median
Family
HH
Migralioii I'ovcriy Income
(1991-199(5) (1996) (\\m>) N
Net

ion I'nempioyment
(IWO)

Site
Hinton Resource dependent
;\B
coninuiiiily hased
on coal and
forestry, but also
a "gateway" to
jasper Nalional

9,9(11
Ali

desiinatioii
located within
Jasper National
Park

4,301

4%

10%

8%

21%

5%

$59.(KK) 22

23
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year-round transplants dilTerentiate themselves from summer employees. All
of these groups distance ihemselves from tourists or park visiLors.
Methods
In each community, more than 20 residents (total ii = 45) were given
24 exposiue single use cameras aiui instructed to take two photogniphs each
(ill case one photo was of poor quality) (tf 12 things that (in our words)
"most attach" them to their community, that "mean the most" to them, or
that they would "miss uiost if they were to move away." Participants were
selected to reflect the variation of sentiments that existed in each conuiiunity,
drawing from a wide range of gender, age, length of residence in the community, and occupation. Snowball sampling based on previous contacts in
the community was combined with respondents to puhlic notices, and "cold
contacts" where individuals were approached in certain contexts linked to
their characteristics of inteiest (i.e., woikpiaces to identify those emploved
in the forest industry), or simply approached in public settings (i.e., coffee
shops or town parks). We encomitered a great deal of enthusiasm among
potential participants; only one person among those contacted refused to
participate. In hopes of maximizing the diversity ol" participants, we askfd
those who agreed to participate to suggest someone with a poieniially contrasting view. Otir intent was not to be perfectly reflective of the composition
of each communitv, hut to maximize the likelihood that most points ol view
present in the comnuinity were tepresented.
We attempted to keep the instructions of what/where to photograph
somewhat open to avoid tmduly affecting hoth the content and the location
of the pictures, but mentioned that anything was appropriate, such as photos
of people or things right in the town site (e.g. llieii- lioTue. their church),
nearby places that they visit or recreate {e.g., trails, lakes, fishing spots). Ib
increase the odds that the pictures taken were well-thought out expressions
of attachment, we encouraged participants to make a list of the ptaces/photos/acti\ities they wanted to capture prior to taking any of their plK^tographs.
In so doing, we hoped to avoid the tendency of pai ticipants taking unimportant, photos to finish their roll of film. We do not know the extent to
which these instructions were followed, as participants were not required to
submit tlieir list. Several participants mentioned that they did stj and that
the list was helpful in helping them to avoid taking "impulse" photographs.
Our field reseaichers arranged with the suhjects a time to pick np the
completed cameras and conduct a Ibllow-up inteniew. We made two sets of
prints, one for the research team and c^ne for the participant to keep. This
set was placed in a small photo alhum as a "thank you" fcjr participating.
Inteiviews histed between 45 minutes and three hours. We began with respondent personal history in the community to put them at ease and provide
us with important hackground context. We then examined the 12 photos
one by one and asked the participant to describe the content of the picture,
what they were attempting to represent, and why they took it. We also asked
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them lo localf tlif plioto on a detailed map of the area, allowing us to
examine the spatiiii distribution of important places to respondents. All of
the interviews were digitally audio-re corded witli ihe permission of the participanis, who were instructed that at any time they could ask us to turn the
recorder, or do it themselves. This occurred several times in the interviews;
such occurrences were usually tied to protecting the privacy of specific individuals.
Results
Sample Characteristics

In total. 45 people participated in the project: 22 in Hinton and 23 in
[asper (Table 2). This research produced a large amoimt of data in the form

TAHUi 2
Snifipic CMararterisfics, Hinlnri and Jasper
1 lirilon

,V = 2^)

Jaspoi
(,V= 23)

9
13

13
10

0
5
2

2
4
8
6
3

29 years
'M) years ;iii(l mure

0
6
11
5

4
5
6
H

Bom here
From away

8
14

6
17

B

0
7
1
3
3
6
0
2

Ff ma ItMale
Agf

lS-24
3S44
45-64
65 and above

10
5

Lfngth of Residence in ('.(•mmiinily

0-2 years

Oaupations of Respondents,
Foreslrv' and Miniiiff
Parks C^aiKida
C.iiy Fmploycc
Canadian Naiional Railroad
.Small Rnsincss Owner/self employed
t)itiei' stTvices (education, licaiih, thurtli)
Provincial Ciovernment
kciired

0
4
0

2
4
1

2
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of over 600 photographs from the two communities and more than 50 hours
of accompanying interview text. Participants were as likely to be male as
female, and spanned a wide range of ages and lenf^th in the community.
Participants also represented a range of occupations, including those dependent on the extractive industries in Hinton, and in Jasper, tbose employed
by Parks Canada, tbe C.anadian National Railroad, and the tourism indtistry.
Findings
Many stories could be told ftoin the richness of these qualitative data.
We try to maintain focus on the meanings beld for tbe local area and (1)
the degree to which these meanings depend on the interpenetration of the
natural and the social; (2) the process of cumulative experience by which
these meanings are produced and give rise to attachment; and (3) the importance of the social context of each particular community that drives experience and meanings. In distinction to previous approaches that have
tended to dichotomize sources of attachment into either social or natural
elements, we found that in high amenity settings tbat include permanent
residents, these elements are not so easily divided: whether hiking with a
long-term group of friends or viewing spectacular mountain scenery as one
goes about his or her daily routine, it is clear thai nature and culture inform
each otber.
Some meanings seem dependent entirely on social relations: the spectacular physical environment appears nearly irrelevant. In some ways, and to
some people, these arc ordinary places. For example:
This ii my alley. I lone my alley. Like no kidding, we are out here with coffees, breakfast.
beers. . .it's like our social meeting place. Someone comes out and chats, cind it's really
fun. We have really good conversations out i?i this stupid alley. It's really a unique link
spot. {Figure 1, fasper)
That's my neighbors putting in tlinr iieio dnveiray. . . .1 spent man\ a happy hour out
on my knees helping them. And as you can see from here, lots of othn people too. And
that's really important to me. {Figure 2, Hinton)

Some of these meanings are tied to traditional images of small town living,
both in Hinton and in |asper. Respondents fiom each place emphasized the
importance of tbe small si/e and livability of their commimities. Anoiber
Jasper participant (picture not included) placed his bicycle iti tbe foreground of eveiT picture as a confirmation of tbe importance of not needing
an automobile to get aiound town. Similar sentiments were expressed by
otber participants in botb communities:
This is my downtown, m\ post office, tny hank. . .1 can walk to all these places. I can
walk to the post office, I can walk to the bank. I can walk dowiitoxvn. I live in a pedestrian
community. That is rritirnl to me. {Figure 3. fasper)
This picture is of one of the major intnsections here in toxim, at 730 in the morning on
a typical workday. This picture is to represent the type of traffic that you have to fight
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Figure 3. Pcdcslnan-Fiinidly Ilowntown [asper

with (III (I iv^ilar hash. There's no road rage. . .Y'oti don'l ximslc a lot of time going to
xoork. Fix'e miiuiles wluiher you ride \oiir hike or take your rar. {Figure 4. Hinton)

In somt- instances, ihc neglect ol ilie nainral surroundings a source of artachmeni seems delibtTiUe. Tliis may serve as a loim oi resistance to the
emphasis on nature-based tourism that dominates the local community. Jasper participants placed particular emphasis on their community being more
than jnsi a "tourist {own." One Jasper participani, In taking a picture of a
local cluiich (lUJt pictm'ed), said "// A exlmncly impoiiaut to me to ronimuuiratc
In you that citizens live here, as opposed to tourist-seniin.g robots I am just a
citizen. . .I'm f^oin^ to show you the mundane. " In the words of a n o t h e r Jasper

resideiil:
[Tht'i Post office. This hi where everybody meets. That is very, very important. I liet
you've gotten pictures from everybody on the post office. . .This is where the locals ctiii
meet locals. [Figure 5, jaspm)

These Jasper participants emphasize the distinction between local and \\o\\local jjeople and bow important it is foi" residents to bave sites in the community that are not overrun by visitors. Many public spaces stich as restaurants and parks no longer meet this need. This stress on public sites seems
tied to the strong visitor presence in Jasper, as no su( b statements were
uttered by ilinton participants.
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l''ifi;iiic 4. Morning "Rush Horn" in Hiiilon

Figure 5. Jasper I'osi Ollici.-: "Wlifrc Lutals
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Attachment to the social landscape accumulates through repeated experience. Participants emphasized tliat ordinaiy places can become mcaninghil o\fr limr as memories aie biiiU througli their use:
'flip Rff Irfrmiliouj Cevtve. ft \ mil a rfal attrartive building or anything. . .It's a good
community building and yon ran do a lot there. . .My kids weiit to that dnyaur until
they well' six. So for ijiiite u ftno years I was usually there twice a day et>ery day. My kids
took skating lessons and ho/key, and sxnirinning lessons. Besides hoinr, it's the building
where we spent the most time in. I figure 6, Hintori)

These ordinary places are the sites for important social connections: another
Jaspei resident, discussing a local coffee shop (not pictuied) says "xve used to
go dawn ihere at about 12:45 pm and have coffee and meet peojile down thne, and
have lunch. That's why we go. It's not that we can't make coffee al ho7M. . .Bui no,
we go down thne. meet people and yark. Stay about an hour. "

Day-to-day comnuniity atlachmeni is created througl! repeated encounters with family, friends, home, and work. Many of these enconnters occur
in public spaces such us those described above. We received more photos of
these types of pnblic spaces from HiiHoii participants than Jasper participants. )asper"s pnblic facilities are both more numerons and (to an impartial
observer) of higher quality. However it is likely that these facilities don't
foster as much attachment for Jasper residents simply because such places
must be shared with tliousands of visitors.
The preceding suggests that resident photography is capable of captnring a wide array of mimdane phenomena (i.e., neighbors, coffee shops, alleyways) that contribute to place attachment. However, these comnumities

figure 6. Hiiiloii Rt'( rt'Hlion Cenlre
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are located in spectacular landscapes that draw in visitors from the world
over. What role does natnre play in the day-to-day experiences of Jasper and
Hinton residents? The photographs and tbeir descriptions make it clear that
the physical landscape surrounding both communities is a significant source
of attachment. Many responses focus on mountiiin scenery and wildlife, differing little fn^m what we might have found had we given cameras to jasper
visitors. One Hinton resident (picture not iucluded) told us "We always look
at the mountains and we're just in aive. Vve been driving through here far just about
forty years. I never get tired of this at all. . . I don't know what it is about them. It
just feels good, driving through and you just see something different eiiery t.im.e. " An-

other participant emphasized wildlife:
This next picture represents the wildlife, we see so much luildlije here, you see it everyday.
! took this picture one day when we were on the way to the Hot Springs. It is just so easy
to see wilillife iiere. . .the cinitnals here Jeel safe and protected, they are being preserved,
{figure 7, jasper)

The rivers, mountains, and forests in the Jasper region are of course not
merely scenic, biu also important resources for myriad recreational activities.
Tbese recreational opportunities were photographed and emphasized in the
interviews with jasper and Hinton participants. For example, one Jasper participant (no picture) gushed: "how amid I ever live anywhere else"? Hiking, biking,
skiing, I can do it all here. . .I'm not much of a fisherman, but I hear that's worldclass too. . ."

figure 7. Wildliie in Jasper National i';ii"k
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Such Statements might suggest that these \\V.WH of nature really aren't
that different from those of loiirists. However, despite photographs of wildlife
and mountains, we suggest that many resident experiences and meanings go
beyond those of visitors. For most participants, nature is intertwined with
everyday elements. This conjoining of elements is a major driver of place
attachment in these commiinitie.s. One linkage that quickly becomes apparent is tlie spatial link between nature and Iionie. The proximity between
outdoors and home emerged repeatedly in comments made by residents of
both communities; nature, because it is so close by, is also not simply "out
there," but becomes an extension of home.
/ took three pictures on this hike trip. This one I thought uxis hind of neat because you
can see the town site behind it. That's just to show you hoiv close to town you ve got such
a cool opportunity to do stuff. {Figure H, jasper)
This was taken on their trail system through town, jwe] hike 4 miles n'tryday on the
trail system through ttm>n. . .ran get on it right oiit.sidi' our house. . .we like the wildlife
.still .u) close (It hand., and the availability of the trails. (Figure 9. Hinton)

Another element that diffeientiates resident recreation-based photos from
what we might expect from moie typical VEP participants approaches is tlie
layered nature of their recreational experiences: attachment is driven by accumulated experience and the expectation that there will be more such experiences. Consider the following:

Figure H. Biking Near Jasper lownsitc
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IViiil (ilosiiif in i l i m o n Towiisilc

!*\r(imid Mountain. Like. I did sii mtiiiy things up Ihnr. ll was a heiitli wfifii / iras a
kid. Il was the parh /)lri«e when I was a It'cn/ig/'i: You knino. hush parties find that sort
of thing up there. Vh. skating parties in the winter. . .Just a lot of realty good memories
up thne. {Figure 10, Jasper)
This next picture is. . .on the liald Hills trail. We come back to this area, at least ovce
n>ery year. I hike (his with m\ Thursday hiking group, which can have anyii'hne from
4-6 people, hut this day there was only 4 oj us. It's abvays nice to have more people come
along, see it more people to share with. . .the people I hike with, they're just othei people
that I've met. Some of them have gniwn up here, but they were older than me so the only
common denominator really is the fact that we love to hike. (Figure 11, Jasper)
This is a vieu> of the Athahasca river, I don't kruno what km it is on the Emerson Lakes
Road, hut it's right near Emerson Lakes actually. My grandpa used to take me fishing
here all the time ai a kid, fishing for Jack Fish and white fish, and then we would go to
Ertierson Lakes and fish there. (INT: And you stilt go to the .spots. . .Jot tradition?] Yep.
(Figure 12, H in ton)

For I(jng term residenls especially, it is veiy difficult to separate out the social
and the natural landscape into "eitheror" labels: the degree to which these
interpenetrate, and the menioiT of past events mixed with current ones,
might foster increased attachment among residents of tlicse special places.
Onr research reveals the way nature-based meanings differ between
parks commnnities (Jasper) and working forest communities (Hinton). The
policies atul land management stiategies that differ between parks and working forests shape peoples' experiences of and meanings held for these set-
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Figure 10. Pyiainid Mountain

Figure II.

" f h u r s d a y Hiking Club" Trail
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Figure 12. Fishing Spot ivitli (ir;indpa

s^s. Fairly strong differences emerged between Jasper and Hinton residents
vis-a-vis their preferred recreational landscapes. Jasper residents rarely, if
ever, mentioned recreating ouLside of Jasper National Park. Many Hinton
residents, in contract, preferred to recreate in the foothills area outside of
the park, lather than in the park. These preferences appear to he based on
the activities allowed or restricted in the two areas. Jasper, like most National
Parks, restricts camping to designated sites and hiking to designated trails,
prohibits the use of off-load motoiized vehicles, does not allow hunting, and
places stringent restrictions on lishiLig (including mandatory catch-andrelease on most waters). No such restrictions exist on the nearbv working
forest landscape: "random camping" (in the words of forest managers) or
"bush camping" (to use tlie local vernacular) is very popular, as is hunling,
fishing, and motoii/ed recreation.
Although in the minority, some Jasper participants were uneasy abont
restrictive regulations and how they may shape experiences. For example,
one participant (no photo) mentioned that "hiking in a national park is a
little hit like hiking thiough a {oriidor Iniblile" that sepaiated lieT' from the
natural world. Another participant photographed a trail and stated:
Sometimes if I want to get to a particular outcropping or something I will just cut through
the hush. A lot of people aren V okay with doing that though. It's almost, like, even when
people come to get close to nature, they are sefmrate, they don't stef) off of that pathway
(Figure I 'i. Jasper).
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Figure 13. Stay on the Triiill

These sentiments are apparently felt even more keenly among Hinton participants who often a\'oided recreating in Jasper National Park. One respondent said plainly: "//y likf being in Hinton because ihne are not as many rules and
regulations. " \v\oi\\cY Hinton paiticipant (no pictuie) elab<Mated "/ use the
area around Hinton more [for reireatiotij. Also, I'm thinking about g>'lling a (ouple
(/iiads. . . I vernacular for motorized all terrain vehicles]., it seems like all the really
hea utiful spots that are tucked aioay are now becoming restricted areas were you can not
take quads. It's an irony is that youW able to build these cabins and lodges Jar tourists
to go hike in the Wilmore Wilderness area and things like that, hut ran't
quad. . .there\ little bit of a double standard //irrc." Anotlier participant photo-

graphed a family picnic:
It's up at Mountain Park [an area outside faspcr National Park]. We xoere having a
wiener mast. . .that's the third time in three months that we've gone to Alountain Park,
and it's a long drix'e ox'er a rickety road, hut we go and we take our European guests out
there. . .just to .show them that there's more here than tlie [National] Park. And you can
always stop out there, and have a picnic, there's no one coming out to saying you owe
me for this and you owe meprr that (Figure 13, Hinton).

Although exceptions exist, Hinton participants emphasized "hands-on" recreational activities that incltided fishing, hunting, and motorized recreation.
They reseiu being told what not to do and where not to go. Jasper participants are willing to make these sacrifices f'oi' the sake of recreating in a world
class landscape. These differences may be linked to employment patterns
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and associated community culture. Jasper is tinequivocally a "parks town,"
while Hinton is a conimunitv that, aliliouj^ti struggling with developing its
image as a gateway coniniunity lo Jasper National Park, has an economy
based on logging, mining, and energ\\ For example:
the mill (is] important for kei'piii^ the town running. . .(it isj tlie mciin employer- and
it's important for the pro.spcrity and ronlinuance of the Umm. We have a healthy respect
for industries that can keefi tovnis going. (Figure 14, Hinton)

Participants, many whom are employed in resource industries or linked to
them through family, view this utilization of resources for economic development in a positive light. This resotnce cniploymeiil culture extends to
recreation preferences such as hnnting, fishing {and keeping one's catch),
riding off-road vehicles, and camping where one wishes rather than in designated sites. The lands that are used for these activities may be preferable
to National Park lands. Although not as visually spectacular, these lands offer
low price, no crowds, aud relative fieedoni to pursue cliosen recreation activities.
Summai"y and Discussion
Our paper has demonstraied the power of placing cameras in the hands
of lotal communit) residents and askini;^ them in show ns and tell us about
ilie elements that attiich them to their local landscape. Our research ntilizes

Figure 14. The Weiticr Roast Spot
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f 13.

l l u i u i i i I'lilp Mill

ii tradiiional iiiflhoduloi^y usually used in tlu- .sUidy of recieaiional visitors
and applies II more broadly, to understand place attachment of commtinity
residents. This approach reveals a different side of the high amenity Jasper
region: although vve received pictures of elk, moiuilains, and livers, we also
wcic shown images of churches, cemeteries, post oflices, bicycles, and pulp
mills. Residents oi' both communities have a multiplicity of types of ties to
the social and nattiral environment. Somewhat in contrast to studies that
used quantitative siin.ey research to compare the importance of these ecological and social factors, we find tbat these elements are exceedingly difficult to separate out into either/or components. These elements inform each
other: the natural world is peopled and everyday social relations are never
far from natinc. While this conclnsion may speak most strongly to permanent
residents of higli amenity settings, it is hardly limited lo them. Residents may
come to feel quite passionately about the lole of nature in more ordinary
landscapes as well.
For residents, home meanings include the nearby spectacular natural
surroundings. Nature is not a place to where one must travel, but rather is
part of an expanded everyday conimnnity. This view of home differs frotn
the views of Jasper visitors; the spectacular environment and its recreation
acti\itics are not part of everyday life for totirists, btit may stand in strong
contrast to their image of home. There is another way in which the physical
environment cannot be separated from the social environment: social relationships are played out in these natural settings. Friendships are bnilt
through activities like hiking and bicycling grotips: the stories that keep these
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relationships strong include stories of things that happen when people are
together in natme. Although the visitor experience of nature also includes
social relationships, these relationships are portable in the sense that they
largely occur with the friends and family with whom one is traveling. As a
result, they transcend the Jasper setting.
The acctimulation of experience appears to be crucial to developing
place attachment. Althoitgh we did not seek to test the strength of attachment, participants repeatedly revealed to us the special places that are made
special not solely on the basis of their visual beaut)' nor oiustanding recreational cjuality, but based on the memories of accurrnilated experiences and
social relationships. These themes emerged from both commtmities: despite
one being a parks community and the other dependent on forestry and
mining, the interaction of people with nature and with each other, over time,
was of major importance to residents. This differs from tlie visitor experience
in several important ways: rrrost obviously, visitors will have spent less time in
the setting than permanent residents. However, the expectation of spending
additional time irr the setting may also foster attachment. Referring back to
the expanded conception of home described above, if people know that they
carr return to a special place—if it becomes tied to homo meanings—tbat
place appears to be even more cherished.
Although participants from both communities enrpbasized the relationships described above, the particulars of community context appear to foster
different types of interactions with the natural world. Despite the close proxiriiity of the commtmities, residents tended to not overlap in the settings they
preferred for recreation. This is particirlarly trne of Jasper residents who
rarely, if ever, mentioned recreating in the working forest surrounding Jasper
National Park. A fair proportion of Hinton residents, in contrast, mentioned
that although they recreated in the park, many tried to avoid peak titnes and
the most popular destinations. Other Hinton residcrrts expressed strong preferences for recreating outside of the park, because of concerns about cr owds,
fees, or restrictive regulations. Parks policies appear, therefore, to contribute
to a "natuie under glass" meaning. Many of those who live in a cultrrral
context that includes occupations based oir cutting trees and digging coal
find this meaning ofl-ptitting.
Irrespective of our substantive findings, this method .seems potentially
qtiite tiscful for undeistanding place attachrrrent. Althongh photo-based approaches srich as VKP have often been used to capture the experiences of
visitors, tbese approaches are readily expanded to community residents and
their range of place experiences and meanings. Onr- subjects participated
entlutsiastically and without resfr-\e; many mentioned that taking pictures of
their home area allowed them to sec it with a fresh eye. Some participants
expressed that they had lived in their commtinity for decades and loved it
dearly, but had never explicitly tried to articttlate "why" until we asked them.
And for doitig so, they were grateful to us.
In response to some of the car liei-identified challenges ol stndying place
attachment, photographs can represent nrultiple elements simultaneously,
and hence this approach avoids the problem of haviirg to dichotomi/e phe-
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nomena into discrete categories of nattire and ctrlttire. Photographic methods also arrchor the participant in specific sites in the landscape: we are able
to see and locate the special places to which participants are attached. Our
ongoing work involves mapping the spatial distribution of the particular l o
cations where each photograph was taken. For example, how many were
taken withirr the town site boundaries versus areas oirtside the town site? For
photographs of natural elements, what role is played by particular land management strategies or recreation regulations?
Participant photographs should be paired with inter\iews, lest the meaning of the photograph be misinterpreted. The meaning of a pliotograph is
not always revealed simply by looking at it. For example, the spectacular
scenery captured in Figtire 11 suggests a relationship between the participant
and the natiual world. The interview revealed a very different story, as the
woman spent a great deal of tirrre discussing her " Ihirrsday hiking club."
and the tinre she has spent with tliis group.
Beyond incremental methodological advances, we believe that oirr approach of putting cameras in the hands of local residents may have important implications for the management of high amenity areas. The views of
local residents nray be crttcial to incorporate into rrranagement of prcitected/
recreation areas: politically, they are increasingly demanding a voice in management of special places. Our approach may be considered as a potential
tool for public participation, and it may surpass conventional approaches
stich as public meetings and survey research: it is tied to "real places" on the
landscape that may be cherished or controversial. Our approach should provide hints to those interested in protected areas that attachment can accrue
to sites that are neither ecologically pristine nor visually spectacular.
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